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Abstract

Portraiture in the bathroom is a photographic based research project

undertaken in the Darwin area, in northern Australia.  The bathroom

environment is utilized as a decoder of its Owners character.  By agreeing to

being portrayed in what could be considered the most intimate room of the

household, people will lift part of the veil protecting their personality and

open one of the many doors leading into their soul.

Through centuries, artists from different backgrounds and cultures have

focused part of their work on the bathroom, or the rituals of washing and

taking care of one’s own body.  The reasons, motives, interpretation and

perceptions of this subject have evolved dramatically over time.  I will focus

on the subject of the bathroom and representations of the nude in

contemporary western art.

This exegesis begins by discussing the gaze upon the nude during the past

century and its evolution.  It then focuses on the democratization of the

portrait.  It will then concentrate on the environmental portrait and the

development of my personal research.
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This research is undertaken in an attempt to understand and answer the

issues raised by the topic of portraiture in the bathroom, which will then be

applied to the author’s own artistic practice of environmental portraiture.

This has been the author’s main point of focus for the past four years, and

this research set out to resolve some of the problematic regarding

environmental portraiture.
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Preface

In referencing the names of my participants/sitters, I have used the first of
their given names only and the year in which the photograph was made.  I
was not interested in the filial relationship which could exist between some
of my participants.  Some are husband and wife but chose to pose
separately and in different places in their bathroom.  Using just the given
name and the year brought to the image an intimacy which could have been
transformed into a ‘forensic act’ by giving more information about the
participant themself.  I wanted to keep the interest on the relation of the
participants to their bathroom.

Writing about photography, I use the word made, instead of the more
conventional word take or taken.  This is not a grammatical error.  On the
contrary, it is a deliberate choice.  I believe that artist photographers build
and construct their photographs as painters do, and that they do not just
harvest them.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Art from around the world has depicted the rituals of humans washing

themselves or being washed by others.  The purpose, interpretation and

reception of this subject have different meanings from one culture to another,

and from one era to another.  These representational differences denote and

arise from historical and cultural differences.

My research will focus primarily on the portrait in the bathroom from the stance

of a European artist.  I aim to discover and explain what are my influences and

where I stand in today’s art world.  I am interested in the genre of the

environmental portrait especially in the bathroom environment.  This is because

I strongly believe that the bathroom is one of the last sanctuaries of privacy left

in our era of mass media where reality television programs show nearly every

thing of every day life.
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I argue that the environment of a very private place can reveal much

information about the person who owns or occupies it by the way they take

possession of the room.

In the second chapter, The nude, I will examine the evolution the gaze upon the

nude in the past century.  This is illustrated with the work of Edouard Manet and

continues in the work of the contemporary photographer Spencer Tunick.  I will

consider the questions raised by two female artists, Aude du Pasquier Grall and

Carrie Mae Weems, both working with the nude as a subject.  I believe that the

politics and complexities of the issue give us a good window to observe the

state of our society.

My third chapter, The photographic democratisation of portraiture, will be based

on the changes in portraiture.  The history, evolution and democratization of

portraiture over the past century will be explored, together with what drives the

photographic medium in this democratization process.  This includes how the

photographic process has made the family portrait accessible and wide spread.

Through, among other things, amateur photography.  I will describe how

conventions of portraiture find themselves
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changed and show how in this way the line between media/ the printed press

and art is blurring.

 The fourth chapter, The narrative of the environmental portrait, will focus on

the environmental portrait from classical painting to contemporary works

produced in the photographic medium.  This references artists such as to artists

such as Johannes Vermeer (1632 – 1675), Pierre Bonnard (1867 – 1947),

August Sander (1876 - 1964), Dorothea Lange (1865 – 1965), and Arnold

Newman (1918 – 2006) who are all regarded today as the masters of

environmental portraiture.  Through an examination of their work the

characteristics and definitions of an environmental portrait will be outlined.

Does the environmental portrait give a better knowledge of the character or

persona of the represented person?

The fifth chapter, Sources and origins, will deal with the diverse influences and

inspirations on my own artistic practice.  What are the origins and continuation

of this research in relation to precedent photographic research that I have

established in the past.  I will explain how I can relate to western images of

bathroom activities.  In this way I demonstrate why my works follow in the

lineage of European Classical art.  The methodology used to produce the
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photographs for this research will be discussed in this chapter.  It is a

description of ‘how’ and ‘why’ I used this method in the creation and

presentation of my photographs.

The sixth chapter, Discussion on images from Portraiture in the Bathroom, will

demonstrate the link between some of my photographs and their ‘past’ in

classical painting.  I will examine some of the possible readings for a few of the

images from this series.  I will show how a bathroom can reveal information

with regard to the personality of the person who possesses and uses it.  In this

chapter I will also explain the different groups or families of images that

constitute Portraiture in the Bathroom.

The chapter seventh is the conclusion; it will be a reaffirmation of the relevance

of the environment in some type of portraiture and a short summing up of my

finding and artistic principles through this research.
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Chapter 2

The Nude

In 1863 the leader of the Impressionist movement, Edouard Manet (1832 –

1883) produced one of his most famous paintings, Olympia.  Edouard Manet’s,

Olympia is still watching us.  Since her debut in a Parisian salon, she has been

looking upon the viewers gazing at her.  Nude and yet wearing a shoe, naked

and yet in control, she seems to already understand what Kenneth Clark would

write nearly a century later: “the nude is not the subject of art, but a form of art”

(Clark, 1956: 3).  Ignoring her black maid and staring straight at us she also

seems to have pre-empted the future disintegration of privacy that is overtaking

us today through reality television programs, which are taking over the screen

in so many households. As well as the pages of celebrity magazines.  As Manet

did not include submission as part of Olympia’s attributes, her unflinching stare

was, in her time, enough to shock viewers.  Thus, Olympia radically changed

the Nude’s convention taking the genre to a new level.
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1

                                               
1 Edouard Manet, Olympia, (1863), Oil on canvas.
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All humans have one thing in common at birth; a naked body.  What has made

the body one of the most used subjects in the ‘high art’ of painting?  How did

the naked body turn into a mythological, sexualised, sacred being?  Are we still

gazing at the nude, or are we now under the nude’s gaze?  In this chapter I

argue that by breaking free from the iron collar of tradition the nude has

become closer to the naked body itself than it ever was, and is imposing its

ever increasing presence upon the art viewer and the general public.

Since Greek antiquity and the birth of the Classical canon, the Nude has been

a mainstay in western art.  For a very long period, from the Renaissance to

modern art, the nude in art was a gendered domain where male artists depicted

female nudes for the benefit of the male gaze.  John Berger has shown that in

general: “In the art-form of the European nude the painters and spectator-

owners were usually men and the persons treated as objects, usually women”

(Berger, 1981: 63).

With the numerous changes and movements in society since the twentieth

century, such as feminism and activism (particularly in the area of black rights /

gay and lesbian rights), the subject of the nude has become more problematic.
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In the past century perceptions and taboos regarding the body have shifted and

taken new shape.

The Western nude moved from classical representations where it embodied

tradition and religion, in the persons of Goddess Virgin angels or vice in the

persons of femme fatale and prostitutes, to a place where it lost its mythological

story-telling purpose and began to focus on the perfect forms.  Art Historian Sir

Kenneth Clark states that: “There are the thousands of nudes in European art

which express no idea except the painter’s striving for formal perfection” (Clark,

1956: 337).  The nude’s new purpose was to show that the subject could

become as beautiful or handsome as a god, replacing the sacred religious icon

in our contemporary psyche, and tracing thereby new ways of how beauty

relates to the body.

In his Le Dejeuner sur l’herbe, (1863) Edouard Manet placed the nude outside

the conventional settings of the genre; questioning the very conventions of the

nude; questioning the ‘privacy and respect’ which was granted to the naked

body; the gaze upon it and its positioning in the public space.  The questions

raised by Edouard Manet are still current today and remind us of the work of

contemporary American artist Spencer Tunick (1967- ).  Spencer Tunick has
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been working on the nude in public with photography and video since 1992.

Some of his most well known works consist of photographs showing a large

number of naked people in public locations, which he calls “temporary site-

specific installations of nude people forming abstract shapes”.  (Tunick, 1999:

68).  Like Le Dejeuner sur l’herbe, which was refused by the Salon in 1863, and

was finally presented at the Salon des Refuses (Salon of the Refused); Tunick

works is also made of photographs representing only one or two naked persons

in setting not usually attributed to the Nude conventions.  This less know part of

his work, represent in fact the bulk of it. These later photographs provoked the

anger of the puritan lobby.

When attacked by moralist groups about his work, Spencer Tunick answers:

“It’s not about nudity-it’s about the issue of the body without clothing in

contemporary art.” (Rosenfeld, 1999: 68).  The very broad scope of

interpretations and genres used in the work of Spencer Tunick which he himself

described as; “[a]n installation in public that is temporary and that reference

performance art, sculpture, land art” (Gilman, 2004: pp 41-43), are often only

seen by the general public as a two-dimensional artwork through the mediums

of photography or video.  Spencer Tunick’s artwork can easily be confused and

misinterpreted.  Amy Gilman, curator in charge of organising one of such event
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in 2003 for the Museum of Contemporary Art Cleveland (MOCA) in the U.S,

explained; “[w]e at MOCA Cleveland struggled, like Spencer, with balancing our

sense of excitement over the media frenzy with our desire to ensure that the

spectacle of thousands of naked people would not overshadow the importance

of the event as an artwork.” (Gilman, 2004:  pp41-43).  Gilman and Spencer’s

experience demonstrates the extent to which working with the nude today can

still be controversial, misinterpreted, and not always easy.  While producing his

art, Spencer Tunick has been arrested and charged with disorderly conduct

with promoting the exposure of a person numerous times over the years.  It

seems that puritans, moralists and censors too are still extremely interested in

the nude.
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2

3

                                               
2 Edouard Manet, Le Dejeuner sur l’herbe, (1863), Oil on canvas.
3 Spencer Tunick, Melbourne Australia, (2001), Colours photograph.
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French artist Aude Du Pasquier Grall knows all too well that one does not play

with the nude with impunity.  In February 2002, 3 days before the opening of

her show Cycle masculin no 4, at the Contemporary Art Gallery of the

University of Toulouse, le Mirail in France, despite the invitations having

already been sent, the exhibition was cancelled.  Du Pasquier Grall’s works for

this exhibition were part of a large series on the nude, in which she reversed

the traditional role of the male artist depicting the female nude.  Du Pasquier

Grall takes photographs of naked men (one at a time), in suggestive poses

generally attributed to women.  Her photographic sessions are filmed on video

and are presented at the same time as the photographs.  In the video she can

be seen and heard asking her male model to be a man, to have an erection or

to go down on all fours, transforming her model into a male object.

Her role reversal, in which she places herself as a female artist depicting a

male nude in a position of being gazed at, proved to be too much of a

disturbing act for the well established convention of the nude in the

contemporary art world.  This was the case even in a country seemingly as

open minded as France prides herself to be.  The director, of the Art Gallery of

the Toulouse University, called Du Pasquier Grall personally to let her know of
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the cancellation of the exhibition telling the artist that her work was incomplete

and pornographic.

By reversing the role and gender in her work on the nude, Du Pasquier Grall

was questioning the real acceptance and boundaries of the nude in

contemporary art and in western society.  Thus, showing us that in spite of

everything the nude is even today a much-gendered subject.  Du Pasquier

Grall reminds us that for a very long time Western art suffered a near total

absence of erotic portrayal of men.
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4

                                               
4 Aude Du Pasquier Grall, Young man with orange Cycle Masculin Nº4, (2001), colour photograph.
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Du Pasquier Grall is a white artist; her situation would have been even more

difficult by being both black and a woman.

Similar issues have been raised by lesbian, gay and coloured people.

LOOKING INTO THE MIRROR, THE BLACK WOMAN ASKED,

“MIRROR, MIRROR ON THE WALL, WHO’S THE FINEST OF THEM ALL?”

THE MIRROR SAYS, “SNOW WHITE YOU BLACK BITCH,

AND DON’T YOU FORGET IT!!!”

These abrasive and disturbing words displayed under one of African American

artist Carrie Mae Weems (B.1953) photographic works called Mirror, Mirror;

produced in 1986, highlight the harsh situation of being a black woman in a

society whose standards of beauty simply exclude her.  Carrie Mae Weems

went even further in 2001 with a work titled: Not Manet’s Type.  The work

comprises a square photograph and six lines of lithographed text placed under

the image to form a vertical piece.  The black and white photograph represents

part of a dressing table in the dark corner of a bedroom.  The spectator knows

that it is in a bedroom, because of the reflection in the circular mirror above the

dressing table.  The reflected image in the mirror shows the naked back of a
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beautiful black woman (perhaps Carrie Mae Weems?) facing a bed in what

could be described as an old fashioned, occidental, bourgeois bedroom.  The

six lines of text simply state:

IT WAS CLEAR,

I WAS NOT MANET’S TYPE

PICASSO -- WHO HAD A WAY

WITH WOMEN -- ONLY USED ME

& DUCHAMP NEVER EVEN

CONSIDERED ME

The confrontational power of Carrie Mae Weems’s art works, produced in our

times, forces us to wonder about the place of the black nude in Western art

whether past or contemporary.  The modern era may have given us the end of

slavery.  But, it did not make much room for black equality in Western art.  For

a long period of time, the representation of the black nude has been used to

depict promiscuity, laziness or at best the noble savage, thus forcing us to

consider the questions of racism and stereotyping in the western art world.  The

aesthetic history of the nude is socially imposed.  Through the constant
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evolution of its convention, it reveals the roles and places of each gender and

race in western society.

Doing my research in Australia a country originally inhabited by black people, I

had to be aware and careful of the issues concerning the black nude.
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5

                                               
5 Carrie Mae Weems, Not Manet’s Type, (2001), black and white photograph and lithography.
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As previously seen in the case of Du Pasquier Grall the representation of

naked men, other than religious icons (the infant Christ or angels) or subjects

from mythology, is not an easy task.  Star of the art world, American

photographer Robert Mapplethorpe (1946-1989) who was controversial

because of alleged charges of child pornography and for depicting S and M

ritual in his photographs, had an exhibition cancelled in 1989 at the Corcoran

Gallery of Art in Washington DC in the USA.  Mapplethorpe was already

famous as an artist, but the homoerotic content of his work was and still is, not

readily acceptable.  By the end of the last century even in the Land of the Free

one did not have the freedom to present all the nudes and the naked at will.

Composed as classical paintings some of Robert Mapplethorpe’s photographs

scream their gayness at us.  Is this the reason why his work has met so much

resistance?  Or is it because he was showing us what a male body could look

like?
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6

                                               
6 Robert Mapplethorpe, Untitled, (1981), black and white photograph.
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In fact the complexity and tension in showing a nude body, whether male or

female, in the Western art world seems to be as ever present and strong in our

era as it was during the past century.  Diverse artists, from a wide variety of

backgrounds, whether they be male, female, gay and lesbian or coloured, all

have to face and sometimes push their own boundaries when working on the

nude.  One of the things that all human beings share in common, a body, is still

one of the subjects with the most conventions to restrain it.  The so called

sexual revolution that marked the end of the 1960s and the 1970s has not

succeeded in liberating the arts from their canon, convention, and fear with

which they have battled for so long.  In constant evolution, the politics of the

nude move and reflect the era in which it is produced.  It thus provides the

viewer with a window on the values and morals of the society in which the art

work was created.
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Chapter 3

The photographic democratisation of portraiture

In this chapter I will present and develop my hypothesis that in the modern

world portraiture has been democratised and that photography is one of the

factors that has contributed to this democratisation process.  It will be further

argued that portraiture has lost its elitist status and has retained a considerable

importance because of its wider diffusion, provoking greater public impact.  The

French and industrial revolutions; the growing democracy in the western world;

the birth of the working class; rural migration towards the cities, were all

pushing for a higher demand for portraiture and were among the factors

contributing to this democratisation.  The camera obscura, already used for a

long time by painters in Europe, was going to leap forward in meeting the

chemical process of photography.  Technological advances such as the

photographic camera responded to popular demand and placed the portrait
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within the reach of the working classes.  I argue that portraiture moved from,

what Graham Clark described as a mark of social status in the form of

European classical oil painting, to a much democratised genre through the

photographic family portrait as demonstrated by Pierre Bourdieu.

For centuries in Europe portraiture was subject matter for painting.  This was

overtaken by photography and art’s love story with the visage shifted gear and

accelerated into a new era.  The portrait was the exclusive privilege of the rich

and powerful for many centuries.  As Clark declares: “[t]o have “one’s portrait

done” was one of the symbolic acts by which individuals from the rising social

classes made their ascent visible to themselves and others, and classed

themselves among those who enjoyed social status” (Clarke 1992:84).  The

portrait was going to traverse its own revolution.

With the industrial revolution and the rural migration of workers towards urban

centres an increasing number of people gained education, money, and leisure

time.  The working classes and petite bourgeoisie with their new found ‘wealth’,

demanded new outlets for expression and representation.  The demand in

representation, either as a symbolic act or more simply to send to the distant

relatives of the migrant worker, that could not be met in volume and in cost by
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oil painting fuelled the development of photography.  Portraiture was in need of

a cost effective medium.  The need was present, and the technical devlopment

and practicality of photography was gaining momentum.

The conjuncture was ripe and many people, with no relation or knowledge of

each other, worked towards the invention and dissemination of the

photographic medium.

In 1839 French chemist Louis J.M. Daguerre (1787-1851) announced the

perfection of the Daguerreotype (http://journals.cambridge.org), one of the real

precursors of modern photography.  Seven months earlier William Henry Fox

Talbot (http://www.britannica.com), an Englishman, had deposited a patent for

the photographic process.  Talbot’s patent limited the spread of photography,

as anyone who wanted to use Talbot’s process, had to pay him some royalties.

In the same year, the French government acquired Daguerre’s patent and

announced that the invention was a gift free to the world.  The Daguerreotype

proved popular as it responded to the demand for portraiture emerging from the

middle classes.  It was, nonetheless, still a very expensive process reserved for

the upper-middle classes and above.
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In 1853 French caricaturist and journalist, Gaspard-Félix Tournachon (1820-

1910), better known as Nadar (http://www.iphf.org) produced his first

photograph.  In just a few years Nadar became the most revered French

portraitist of his era.  Despite being an excellent and famous portraitist, Nadar

did little to contribute to the democratisation of portraiture.  By concentrating his

work mostly on Parisian high society he created a remarkable archive of the

artistic and intellectual faces of the time.  The high price, together with the

novelty of the process and Nadar’s reputation, meant that only the rich and

famous of the time were able to afford to pose in his Parisian studio.

Just a year after Nadar’s first photograph, another French photographer was to

begin the photographic democratisation of portraiture.  In 1854 Andre Disdéri

(1819-1889), (http://www.getty.edu ), invented a method of taking several

photographs on a single plate and the carte de visite (visitors card) was borne.

The carte de visite, a small photograph of 10x6cm mounted on a card, was so

cheap that it became very popular among the middle classes, largely replacing

the Daguerreotype.  Democratisation of portraiture had thus entered a new era

and was finally within reach of the working classes.  This supposedly prompted

the French painter Hippolyte Delaroche (1797-1856), commonly known as Paul

Delaroche (himself passionate about photography) to declare: “From today
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painting is dead” (Bowen 1999:14).  Debates were then rife as to whether to

appreciate photography as an art or not.  As a result a long love/hate

relationship developed between photography and the world of art.

Photography was born.  Looking back we can now say with some confidence

that painting was not yet dead.  Many miniaturist painters specialising in

miniature portraiture lost their livelihood and had to find other employment.

However, portrait painting would bounce back and further enrich the art world

pushing some artists on the road to a new form of expression, away from a

flattering resemblance or pure idealisation, directed towards new types of

representations in regards to the likeness, character and personality of the

sitters.  Characters and personalities of the represented sitters, by becoming

more important than pure facial likenesses correspond to a victory of the inside

over the outside.  This transfer in the very essence of portraiture which had

been set in motion in the painting of the late Renaissance was gathering

momentum.  Photography had made perfect likenesses obsolete in the painted

portrait; thus photography allowed some painters, to forget the facade and

focus on the soul.
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In 1888 Kodak introduced its first film camera.  The very rapid growth of

photography as a new medium between 1900 and 1930; the development of ‘at

home’ portraiture by professionals; the falling prices of amateur cameras, were

the real driving force behind the democratisation of portraiture.  The birth of the

family snap has taken the portrait into every home of the western world.

Portraiture had been changed for ever and it would not return to the exclusive

realm that once was the place of the genre.  Amateur photography and family

snap shots have levelled the genre of portrait and are behind the real

democratisation of portraiture.  They have finally put the portrait within reach of

the everyday person.  By entering the photo album, aided by the cheap mass

reproduction offered by photography, the portrait truly gained a level of

democratisation without precedent in the western world.

The dynamic economy of photography lies in the fact that it is cheap,

accessible, easy and can be reproduced at will.  This fact was perfectly

understood by French sociologist Pierre Bourdieu (1930-2002).

With the photographic image, industrial technology has given the most
dispossessed people the opportunity of owning portrait which are not
images of the great men of this world or the figures of the next. The
portrait gallery has been democratized and each family has, in the
person of the head of the family, its appointed portraitist. (Bourdieu,
1990, p30).
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Aided by photography the portrait moved from palaces, the domain of rich

collectors or museums and galleries, to the living-room of the average citizen.

The portrait gallery entered the family home and represented the relatives and

inhabitants of the homes where the portraits were displayed, for every visitor to

see.  More importantly, the portraits are mostly made by family members, not

by a commissioned artist.  Every one can make and exhibit in his or her own

home, a portrait of a beloved one.

“Unlike fully consecrated artistic activities, such as painting or music,

photographic practice is considered accessible to everyone, from both the

technical and the economic viewpoint.” (Bourdieu, 1990, p7).  By its

accessibility due to its technical ease and low-cost production, photography

revealed itself as the ideal medium in the democratisation of portraiture.  Here

is a medium within the reach of many, giving the freedom to choose how and

who will be portrayed.  When put to the service of portraiture almost anyone

without extensive training is able to produce a decent or recognizable portrait

with a photographic camera.  The same can not be said for the use of brush

and paint, pencils or other figurative techniques.  Photography is by nature a

very democratic medium, not restricted to an elite minority, but used by

amateurs and professionals alike.  Amateurs and professionals can use
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photography with the same aim to make a portrait.  Only the purpose of the

portrait will be different.  For some it will be placed in the personal photo album;

while for others it will be a way to earn a salary.  Some portraits will have a

private use; others will be published and shown to a very large audience.

However the tools to produce these portraits are virtually the same, and are

extremely uncomplicated to obtain.  The main difference between a

professionally made photographic portrait and an amateur one, will often be a

question of price and prestige.

With the everlasting and growing impact of photography the portrait found itself

democratised.  It lost its status as a symbolic object of high class or aristocratic

social status, even though professional portraits, painted or photographic, are

still popular as a marker of more conventional affluence and social success.

The conventions of portraiture find themselves changed forever.
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Chapter 4

The narrative of the environmental portrait.

In an environmental portrait, the person portrayed is placed in a setting
that shares information about the person’s life and/or interests.  The
person may also be holding objects related to their professional trade or
interests and hobbies.  (www.museumca.org).

Environmental portraiture has a much older past than the one usually

acknowledged.  The genre, which is often believed to be essentially part of the

photographic spectrum, is in fact, largely present in other forms of two-

dimensional representations.  In this chapter it will be demonstrated that the

genre of environmental portraiture has existed for a very long time.  It was

already present in the work of Vermeer, as well as in the Post-Impressionist

paintings of Pierre Bonnard.  It will be argued that the systematic approach of

August Sander to the environmental portrait, in defining the subject and

function, was instrumental in establishing the genre.  Further, the following
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questions that define the concept will be discussed:  Is environmental

portraiture an art genre or merely a form of documentary?  Does environmental

portraiture present an added advantage in defining the persona?   Why is it

such an important genre today?

Dutch painter Johannes Vermeer (1632-1675), also known as Jan Vermeer,

painted the Milkmaid in 1658-1660.  The painting represents a young woman

facing a window pouring milk from a jug to a large bowl.  The bowl rests on a

table together with a basket of bread and a few other nondescript objects.

Another basket and a brass bucket are on the wall facing the milkmaid on the

right side of the window, and a foot warmer lies on the floor behind her.  The

light is soft, coming from the window facing the milkmaid on the left of the

painting.  The back wall is empty, except for a little nail and its shadow, a

sensation of calm and serenity, cocoon-like, is overflowing from the scene.  The

milkmaid is dressed in simple and clean servants clothing, her rounded well

nourished face tilted to the side and her eyes down; she seems oblivious to the

viewers gaze, all to her elements, at peace in her environment.
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Is this a study of a servant in her quarters?  Is it a portrait of Vermeer’s servant

in his own home, or a scene he saw visiting someone else’s home?  It is hard

to know, and in the present instance, this is not the most important point about

this painting.  The matter of importance here, is that this is an early example of

environmental portraiture.  Vermeer, by representing the image of a servant at

work in her daily life without any unnecessary artifices, is honest in his visual

representation of The Milkmaid.  By placing the maid in a corner of what

appears to be a plain kitchen, rather than an idealised or blank surrounding, he

depicts her in an environment that speaks about her status.  Vermeer’s painting

has created, as early as 1660, an ‘authentic’ environmental portrait.
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7

                                               
7 Johannes Vermeer, The Milkmaid, c.1658-1660.  Oil on canvas, 41X46 cm.
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The post-impressionist painter Pierre Bonnard (1867-1847) produced a vast

number of environmental portraits often depicting his model, muse, lifelong

companion and wife, Marthe De Meligny.  In Bonnard’s work, Marthe, whose

real name was Maria Boursin, is always portrayed as a young woman

establishing the strength of Bonnard’s love towards her.  Bonnard represented

and saw Marthe, even a long time after they first met as she must have been at

the time of their first encounter, in the body of a sixteen year old young woman.

Echoing the way a parent might still see a forty year old offspring as a small

child.  In a show of attachment Bonnard even painted, in Female Nude in the

Bathtub (1941-1946), his and Marthe’s dog Poucette, as a symbol of

faithfulness, lying beside the bathtub in which Martha reclines.  I argue that it

was not solely an obsession with colours and mood or ambiance but a

reaffirmation of his love.  The paintings representing Marthe are not in the vein

of the traditional classical nudes.  They are environmental portraits.  They are

personal, intimate representations of Marthe in her own home which happened

to be Bonnard’s home as well.  Bonnard was not painting an imaginative

fantasy.  Rather he was painting the reality of Marthe and their shared life in

their living environment.  Therefore, it is fair to say that these numerous

paintings of Marthe at her toilette are not only fantastic studies of colour and
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light, but additionally they are very interesting environmental portraits.  It is

worth remembering here that Bonnard also produced many photographic

portraits of his wife Marthe in her daily activities at home.  In doing so we can

assume that he had a very good understanding of environmental portraiture in

general, not just in painting.  We can today easily imagine that some of his

photographs were made as a sketchbook for references, with future painting in

mind.  Had Bonnard lived in our times, would he have been a photographer

rather than a painter?  In his time painting still had a crushing respectability

compared to the then ‘still new’ medium that was photography.  It was then still

believed that photography was just a mechanical representation of reality, while

painting was well established as the medium for creative interpretation.  It is

now argued by many, that photography, like painting is a tool in interpretative

representation, used with an audience in mind (Cartier-Bresson, 1999: 53) and

the creative process involved in fine art photography is today positively

received.
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9

                                               
8 Pierre Bonnard, Marthe bathing, circa 1908, black and white photograph, original negative,
7, 8X5, 5cm.
9 Pierre Bonnard, Nu au Tub, 1916, Oil on canvas, 140X102cm.
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One early significant example of photographic environmental portraiture, is from

German photographer August Sander (1876-1964).  Sander had a vast

documentary project of sociological nature called Man of the Twentieth Century

which he began in the early 1920s.  In this project Sander wanted to include a

photographic portrait of all ‘types’ and ‘strata’ of German citizens in a

physiognomic approach.  It is worth noticing here that even if not openly racist

or classist as such; Sander’s Approach on physiognomy mirrored the Nazi

rhetoric regarding Type and Race.  Yet the Nazis would be in time, the ones

trying to destroy his work.  According to the art critic Leo Rubinfien “(i)n a radio

lecture of 1931, Sander said that he aimed to ‘create a physiognomic image of

our nation and time’.  Physiognomy defines character, he had declaimed.”

(2004:101).  A great many of these portraits were environmental portraits, the

others were portraits against a blank background made up of a piece of clear

and neutral fabric.  The project was curtailed by the rise of the Nazi party in

Germany.  The Nazi’s confiscated the first published book of the series and

tried to destroy all of Sander’s negatives.  His realistic portraits of, sometimes

average - sometimes atypical, individuals caused the Nazis to claim that they

were contrary to the Aryan ideals of representation.  Margaret Walters wrote

that “he displayed more sympathetic interest in outcasts than Aryan heroes.”

(1997:41).
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However, it was not just the outcasts, the black circus workers, the unemployed

or the Jews in Sander’s photograph that worried the Nazis.  The unflinching

and revealing story-telling of his images of simple people who tried to look their

best were disturbing enough to break down the ideal of a superior race.

The photography curator, John Szarkowski wrote about Sander’s Pastry Cook

(1928):

His pastry baker, as soft and white and fat as his dough, arrogant,
impregnably insular, pettily expert, stands solidly outside of time, as
ancient and indestructible as gluttony.  (1963: 23)

Unquestionably a man as indestructible as gluttony did not position himself too

favourably along the myth of a righteous self controlled superior race.

Looking at Sander’s Pastry Cook, his bald head, round and unsmiling face are

occupied by a glazed stare.  The photographed man seems to be middle aged

well fed and to be of middle or upper middle class.  Definitely not an apprentice.

His clothes are clean but under his white pastry cook’s tunic he his wearing a

pair of black trousers and a pair of black, well polished shoes.  Both would not

look out of place if they were worn with a suit.  Not an ounce of flour or cooking

ingredients appears on his person.  There is a clashing dichotomy between the

top and lower appearance of the cook, creating a riddle as to what he really is.

Looking at the portrait, I can see that he is holding a large mixing pot and what

might be a wooden spoon in his hand.  The location is a large kitchen, where
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he stands alone.  This effectively corresponds to a pastry workshop rather than

a household kitchen.  In the Pastry Cook, the environment is of equal

importance and value as is the actual character in defining the person

represented.  Taken out of the kitchen and placed in a different environment,

the cook, wearing the same clothes, could metamorphose himself into a

pharmacist, a doctor, or a laboratory scientist of the late 1920s effortlessly.  The

kitchen is the most important element in constructing his persona as a cook.

Indicative of his function, the kitchen is testimony to the signifying weight of the

environment in representing the assumed role of the character portrayed in the

image.  This confirms that in some portraits, the environment depicted on the

image, is of equal importance as the portrayed subject in establishing the

essence of an image.
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10 August Sander, The pastry cook, 1928, black and with photograph.
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One could argue that the environmental portrait should be positioned in the

documentary genre more than in the art domain.  Yet here we have to

acknowledge the work of Sander’s as being remarkable.  Sander’s started from

a documentary perspective, and in many of his portraits he included the natural

environment of his sitters.  Therefore today his work is seen as being part of

both genre documentary and environmental portrait.  Furthermore the

indisputable artistic quality of his portraits places them in the world of art.  This

is a clear demonstration that the work of some artists can and sometimes

belongs to different genre at the same time.  Nonetheless this calls for an

understanding of the definitions of the documentary and the environmental

portraiture genre; as well as an acknowledgment that the documentary too, can

enter the art domain.  As Alan Sekula claims “Documentary is thought to be art

when it transcends its reference to the world, when the work can be regarded,

first and foremost, as an act of self-expression on the part of the artist”

(1978:236).

Documentary as a genre was first coined in 1926 by John Grierson (1898-

1972) to describe the type of film he wanted to make in opposition to the

‘happily ever after’ of the Hollywood dream factory.  The term ‘documentary’

quickly crossed over to the photography field.  The documentary became
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synonymous with social investigation and truth.  It’s most widely recognised

example is the work done by many photographers in North America during the

depression-era of the late 1930s, under the name of the Farm Security

Administration (FSA).  One of the most well-known photographs of this

enormous project is a work by the photographer Dorothea Lange (1895-1965),

called Migrant Mother (1936).  One of the most published in the documentary

world, it became an iconic image of the Great Depression which began in 1929.

Migrant Mother depicts a poor ragged pea picker in California, named Florence

Owens Thompson, a mother and her seven children, all living in a rough lean-to

tent.

This photograph is one from a series of five.  The vertical image shows only the

mother, the back of two of her children one for each of her shoulders, and a

sleeping baby on her lap.  Holding her chin with her right hand, she is staring

into the distance.  Framed very tightly, with only the fabric of the rudimentary

shelter as a background, it is a very good documentary image on poverty.

However it is definitely not an environmental portrait.  There is just not enough

information about the environment here to classify it as such.  The viewer can

see and understand that this woman is poor, but is not familiar with the context

of the photograph.  On the other hand, another photograph from the series
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shows us the environment.  Presented is the entire tent, the mother and four of

her children, its spatial location in the middle of a field, backed by a forest.  This

is a good example of environmental portraiture.  Working on the same subject

Lange was able to get two portraits in two different genres.  This illustrates the

difference between environmental and documentary portraiture.
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11 Dorothea Lange, Migrant Mother, 1936, black and white photograph.
12 Dorothea Lange, Migrant Mother, 1936, black and white photograph.
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When looking at Arnold Newman’s (1918 - 2006) portrait of Alfried Krupp (1907

– 1967), the definite artistic quality of this portrait is evident.  However, we have

to be reminded that the photograph was not commissioned as an art work but

as a piece of photo-journalism.  Nonetheless, it is today regarded by many as a

work of art.  Newman is considered to be one of the pre-eminent photographic

artists in environmental portraiture.  Many of his photographs are in the

collections of the leading museums of contemporary art.

Newman made the portrait of Krupp in 1963.  A former Nazi member of the SS

brigade, Krupp, was convicted of war crimes at the Nuremberg tribunal and

later released at the demand of his American lawyer.  The portrait was made in

the environment of Krupp’s factory to which he had returned, giving to the

image an eerie and disturbing nature.  Not a single worker is seen in the factory

workshop.  Vaguely leaning forward in the shadows staring at us, dressed in a

grey suit, resting his chin on crossed hands, Krupp inhabits only a little less

than the half of the bottom of the image.  Of the Factory, we see a very long

workshop lighted by the procession of transversals skylights, giving depth and

perspective to the image.  The background is composed of train wheels and

two train wagons at different points of construction.  He is framed by two dirty

concrete pillars with light coming from both sides, but leaving most of his face in
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dark shadows.  It is not hard to imagine the then, all powerful again, Krupp

welcoming one to a Nazi era death camp, from where so many slave

labourers were sent to face death under extremely harsh conditions.

The Krupp portrait illustrates Szarkowski’s suggestion about environmental

portraiture, that the “idea depended on a conceptual approach; one thought first

and executed afterward.” (1973:140).  In Newman’s portrait of Krupp, the

environment and the light and the pose of the sitter, in combination, are a stark

and telling reminder of this one man’s past.
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13

                                               
13 Arnold Newman, Alfried Krupp, 1963, colour photograph.
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It as been demonstrated that the environment can give us a great deal of

information and sometimes can even be more revealing than the actual person

portrayed.  In either constructing or being passively subjected to his

environment the human being is revealing a slice of his/her deep self.  Henri

Cartier-Bresson (1908-2004) wrote in his book The Mind’s Eye:

If the photographer is to have a chance of achieving a true reflection of a
person’s world—which is as much outside him as inside him—it is
necessary that the subject of the portrait should be in a situation normal
to him.  We must respect the atmosphere which surrounds the human
being, and integrate into the portrait the individual’s habitat—for man, no
less than animals, has his habitat.  (1999:30-31)

Regardless of the fact that it already was present in painting, environmental

portraiture is today mainly seen has belonging to the photographic medium.

The fine line between art and documentary in photographic environmental

portraiture is much more complex than it is in a studio portrait.  The problem of

the environmental portrait resides in the portrait being constructed with objects

and the environment being already present.  These have to be taken into

account in the making of the image.  Whilst in the studio, the image has to be

created from point zero to finish the persona can easily be completely fictitious.

The demand and need of today’s media for fictional imagery is tremendous.

Yet, the environmental portrait resists and is still present today in the world of

art as it is in the world of consumerist media.  This is due in part to the

accepted voyeuristic condition brought upon us in this era of overwhelming
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influence of the media, and the breaking down of privacy’s respect, where the

public want to see how other people live.  As Catharine Lumby expressed in

her book GOTCHA Life in a tabloid world:

Even a cursory look at the history of the media and its role in democracy
tells us that the contemporary public sphere is a very different place than
it was even twenty-five years ago. (1999:16).

The shortcoming of studio portraits is that they present to the public images to

which very few can relate.  With no doubt, through the added value of story

telling, the environmental portrait, and the window it opens on the soul

portrayed has established itself as a critical and fundamental one of our times.

It shares with the studio portrait an important part of today’s portrait production.
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Chapter 5

Sources and origins

In this chapter, I will discuss the origins of my work and influences.  I intend to

establish what has steered me in the directions that I am following today.  I will

identify my position as an artist, in relation to my participants/subjects.  Then, I

will present the methodology used to produce the photographs of Portraiture in

the Bathroom and explain and justify the physical presentation of this project.

My father is a gynecologist, helping to give birth to many children over the

years, and my mother was a psychologist. Perhaps because of this I felt

compelled in my art to focus on human beings.  Like my parents, I am

interested in People.  In my art practice I work with photography but many of

my influences came from the much older medium of oil painting.  For a

European artist of my generation photography is one of the prominent media of

choice.  It already carries a past worth exploring, respecting and building upon.
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In my research I ambitiously intend to pay homage to the masters of portraiture

who have influenced me, both in painting and photography, and who shaped

my photographic vision.  I want to uncover the source of my love of bathroom

representation.

A few years ago I worked on a photographic project called Over Thirty.  It

focused on people over the age of thirty who still dress as Goths.  During the

course of this project I photographed my sitters in the location or room that was

their place of preference in their living space.  Starting the Over Thirty project I

was sure that I would have to make some of the photographs in at least one or

two different bathrooms, as it seemed to me that it could be the favorite room

for a few people.  However not one single person chose the bathroom as their

favorite place.  This was very surprising and interesting to me and raised a

number of questions.  How is it that a room that most people frequent a few

times every day, to take care of themselves in private and one of the few places

in the modern world where privacy still exists did not present itself as a first

choice.  Was it because the people photographed at the time wanted to

preserve their own privacy?  Were some of them lying to me and, by not

allowing me to portray them in their bathroom, were in fact not giving me
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access to their favorite place in their home?  Were I to do a series of portraits of

people in their bathroom, would some of my sitters act in front of the camera in

a different way than if it was in their living room or kitchen?  Would it be a way

to protect their privacy?  Is the bathroom out of reach by respect for privacy or

diverse cultural taboos?  Unlike the Over Thirty project, where I had

constrained my self to the portrait format, Portraiture in the Bathroom

incorporates both formats: portrait (an image longer on it’s vertical side) and

landscape (an image longer on it’s horizontal side).  Thus in revealing the

character of the portrayed person, the environment is given the same

importance and emphasis.

From the many artworks produced of people at their toilet a few have left me

with an unforgettable impression that has influenced my work.  The first is Nude

Crouching in the Bath, a 1940 oil painting on canvas by Pierre Bonnard.  The

painting represents, most certainly, Bonnard’s wife Marthe kneeling down in a

bathtub.   The warm colors of her body reflect more of a summer evening than

a cold winter morning.  The frame is almost square, and she seems to either

have just entered the frame or to be ready to escape from it.  The composition

resembles a photographic one, more than one from classical painting.  I would

call it a painted snapshot as opposed to a posed portrait.  Every thing else,
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from colors to texture is undoubtedly painting.  However the ‘photographic’

composition, the ‘snapshot feel’ like a Henry Cartier Bresson decisive moment,

is what makes this image so engaging for me.  It confers to the image

an intimacy and a natural feel that could have been lost in a more traditionally

posed portrait.  It gives me the feeling of being there; a feeling usually

attributed to photography and therefore it allows me to relate to this image.

This perhaps, is the reason why most of my favorite images of the bathroom

are photographs.  For they give me the sensation of Deja vu, not in a sense of

having been there before, but in the sense that I can relate so strongly to some

images that they could represent part of my life, of my past, real or cultural.
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14 Pierre Bonnard, Nude Crouching in the Bath, (1940), Oil on canvas.
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The photographer Willy Ronis (1910) made a photograph which has a very

emotional connection to me.  Le nu Provençal (1949) a vertical black and white

photograph represents a young nude woman seen from the rear at her

ablutions in a little round sink in front of a white wall, from which a circular

mirror hangs upon a piece of cord.  On her right there is an old shutter made of

three half disjointed wooden planks that give an opening through the wall upon

the indistinct and balmy outside.  A small mortar and pestle lie on the floor

under the window.  A water jar is also positioned on the large tiled area of the

room’s floor on her right aligned with the mortar and wall opening.  In the semi

shade in the opposite corner of the window is a low wooden chair giving a

balance to the light coming in from the window.  Standing on a little circular mat

that reflects the sink and the mirror, the woman is leaning forward as if to wash

her face and is oblivious to the viewer’s gaze.

The scene is simple; bare of all artifice; very humble and peaceful with an

intimate feeling.  The calm and intimacy of this photograph is what really makes

me relate in such a compelling manner to the image.  This was so to the extent

that as a child and for years after seeing a reproduction of this photograph I

was absolutely certain that the woman in the photograph was one of my family
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members.  I did not know if it was my mother, one of my aunts or cousins, but

the familiarity that the photograph awoke in me, had to be on the order of a filial

relationship.  This woman who was totally unperturbed by my own gaze, so

immersed in her toilet in such a quiet place could only have been a relative of

mine, in one of my family’s country houses.  The eventual discovery that the

woman from Le nu Provençal was not from my family did not reduce my

affection for this photograph.  Somewhat the opposite, it augmented my

fascination for it.  I then understood that I needed to be able to relate to an

image to be attracted to it.  I may find an image to be very good and impressive

but I will not necessarily love its perfection.  However, if I can relate to it, and

can place it somewhere in my past, either real or fictional, then I will truly love it.

Being European this is certainly why I have such a fondness for classical oil

painting.  I can relate to Jacques-Louis David’s (1748-1825) painting The Death

of Marat (1793) not in a sense of my past, but my history.  I may love an Asian,

African or indigenous Australian piece of art, but I do not feel genealogically

related to it.  I see myself as a cultural by-stander outside the picture.  I will be a

voyeur in front of a century old Japanese woodblock print, but be a family

member in front of Ronis’s photographs Le nu Provençal.  My resolution in

having such a classical outlook in the realization and presentation of my work,
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has it’s genesis in this need for a filial relationship.  I want to continue the line,

be part of the lineage and acknowledge my ancestry.
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15

                                               
15 Willy Ronis, Le nu Provençal, (1942), black and white photograph.
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The filial relationship that allows me to relate to classical oil painting is also

what enables me to enter the privacy of my sitter’s bathrooms, and not feel

uncomfortable in what could be some very intimate moments.  For a very long

time in classical painting people, mostly women, have been represented at their

toilet.  Making a representation of someone in the bathroom today is a

continuity established on solid foundations.  The past enables a present day

artist to enter and study a room which is often the last one presented to a guest

on a house tour.  This gives rise to the notion that the bathroom is one of the

most intimate and personal rooms of the household and as such is an indicator

of its owner’s personality.  Yes, it is a room where one often finds her or himself

in the nude in a society in which nakedness is frequently frowned upon.

Nevertheless the reason for this intimacy and privacy is deeper than just bare

skin.  The bathroom cocoon where one takes care of one’s self is also the

space in which many of the contemporary personal and corporal taboos are

kept under control.  This, associated with the fact that this is also the place

where the social mask of seduction is applied and checked, contributes to

making the bathroom a very private location.
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My hypothesis is that the living room is decorated as a stage, made to receive

and entertain friends and acquaintances, with the omnipresent need to

impress.  The bathroom, on the other hand, will be decorated and furnished

with the owner’s or main user’s needs and taste in mind.  Therefore, there is a

need to acknowledge the bathroom as a reflection of its owner, instead of a

neutral space with no soul of its own.

Looking at the photograph Nathan 2005, from Portraiture in the Bathroom, the

first impression is one of order.  The image represents a fit young Caucasian

man combing his hair in front of his bathroom basin.  The small standard white

plastic cabinet, with mirrored doors, is facing him at eye level.  On the top of the

cabinet, placed in order, are some shampoo bottles and other skin care

products.  Above these personal care products is a cold fluorescent tube

providing the scene with part of its lighting.  The rest of the light comes from a

safety-screened window in the top left corner of the image.  The white walls of

the room are bare except for a chromed towel ring.  Parts of a clothes dryer

occupies the right bottom corner.  Water is running from the tap into the sink on

which sits a bottle of liquid soap.  A single towel on a rack under the window,

and no other signs of life, give an almost clinical or penitentiary feel to the

image.  The scene is situated in a corner of where the ceiling is visible.
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Claustrophobia is also a component of the image.  Nothing in the image seems

to be expensive or frivolous.  Love, passion and youth, have deserted the place

leaving room only for dryness and boredom.  The photograph tells us about this

young man and his economic situation, and his lack of decorative flair.

Furthermore it tells us about his practical sense and need for order.  Even if I

like to think that I am today of a different nature to the person portrayed in this

photograph, I can still relate to the image.  The man is young, white in a

western-looking bathroom, a scene that I have already come across in real life

situations.  Once again, Nathan could have been one of my brothers or

cousins.
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16 Nathan 2005, black and white sepia toned photograph.
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For a connection to take place between the figurative artwork and the viewer,

without any cultural impute, I argue for the importance of a possible filial

relationship.  I believe that in the domain of the figurative arts it is very hard to

immediately and instinctively feel related to the foreign.  I would have totally

rejected this idea fifteen years ago.  Since then I, a European, have been living

in Australia for nearly ten years.  This has certainly influenced my conceptions

and perceptions.  I have not become a fervent nationalist of my European

country of birth, but came to realize that the ‘filial relationship’ has been to me

an indisputable advantage of readiness compared to the cultural knowledge

needed to really appreciate foreign indigenous figurative arts.  Consequently, I

try to place my work in a definite classical European style and line, where it has

its origins.

Yet in making the project Portraiture in the Bathroom I decided to question the

power that was given to the artist or to the sitter, depending of the times and

places.  I set to explore a middle way, a pass, a method in which the power

released during the creative act would be shared between artist and sitter.  In

this project I will then present myself as the researcher and refer to my sitters

as the participants.  My objective is to assert the role of my sitters and the
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collaborative nature of the project through the choice the participants made at

the time of posing, and the image editing performed by them.

To recap, the studio project component of my thesis is a series of photographic

portraits of people in their bathroom in the genre of environmental portraiture.

The aim is to explore the relationship between individuals and their bathroom,

by representing people in their bathroom conducting their own rituals of

bathing, dressing, grooming or posing for a portrait.  The aspiration is to

demonstrate through portraiture how the participants possess and inhabit the

private space of their own bathroom.

Participants were selected by word of mouth, among friends and colleagues.

The objective was to have a varied distribution of adults (participants had to be

over 18 years of age) and a balanced ratio of gender.  Prospective participants

were given a detailed information sheet regarding the project ambitions and

requirements, and a copy of the consent form agreeing to participation.  Further

verbal clarification of the project was given to consenting participants to ensure

they understand the project’s ambition; that it is portraiture in the bathroom.

Willing participants in the project were able to discuss their involvement with the

researcher, who then organized a photographic session to be conducted in the
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participant’s bathroom.  Participants were notified that they were able to have

other persons of their choice in the home at the time of the photo session to

assist in generating a feeling of greater confidence or safety.

The participants involved in the research were given the freedom to choose

where in their bathroom they wished to be located, how they wished to pose

and how they wished to be portrayed.  Participants choose whether or not they

wished to be depicted nude.  Nudity was not compulsory.

The researcher demonstrated to participants how to view, navigate and delete

images from the digital camera before the photographic session commenced.

Participants were then photographed to create digital images.  This enabled the

researcher to show the photographs to the participant during the photographic

session.  If the participant did not like the image depicting them, the image was

deleted immediately at the time of the photographic session with the

participant.  This was done with the intention of demystifying the role of the all

powerful and genial artist, by promoting the sharing of responsibility and power

in the creative process between sitters and the artist.  However, the researcher

reserved the right to refuse to take a photograph if the participant had chosen
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an offensive or sexually explicit pose.  In a search for equality, bullying in the

pursuit of an image would not have been accepted from either of the parties

involved.  It was hoped that this process would give the participant a sense of

greater confidence in the researcher/photographer, as they were in fact

collaborating in the editing process.  The collaborative process allowed for a

power shift in the project where the researcher was not the sole power holder,

but both the participant and researcher worked in a partnership.  This assisted

the researcher to achieve a better and more truthful result.

The researcher worked as much as possible with the ambient light, using a

tripod if a long exposure was necessary.  This preserved the authenticity of the

scene.  All the photographs were shot in colour and as sharply as possible.

Once the preferred image was chosen, it was then transformed to black and

white; sepia toned and very lightly softened using Photoshop software on a

computer.  The purpose of sepia toning and softening of the image was to

break the immediate notion of contemporaneousness and place the

photographs in the larger history of two-dimensional classical and photographic

portraiture.
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When the editing was completed, the researcher selected the images to be

exhibited for professional printing.  The prints produced are small (51cm on the

widest length) to preserve the intimacy of their origin.

The selected photographs will become part of the final exhibition which will be

open to the public and to the participants.  Every participant who posed for this

research received a CD with a digital file of the final image of their portrait.

The digital file is identical to the one preserved by the researcher for the final

exhibition.  It was agreed between the participant and the researcher,

that the participant can make as many prints of his / her own portrait as long as

it is not for commercial use.

The photographs are printed using the lambda printing method, on a lustre

paper of 41X51 cm.  The photographic images themselves are only 20X30 cm

wide and positioned at the centre of the piece, with an immediate black border

of 5 mm seconded by a 10 cm white border, to arrive to a final size of 41X51

cm.  The photograph is then placed 5 mm behind a glass in a sharp 2 cm black

wooden frame of sharp and classic nature.  The final presentation, of black and

white sepia toned photographs in a black frame, comes across as a very
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classic and conservative photographic presentation.  There are a few very

definite and distinct reasons for such a presentation.

Firstly there is a need to associate these photographs with classical portraiture.

The intention is to make evident the natural and historical evolution in which my

photographs are sourcing their origins, to give acknowledgement to my cultural

heritage as a European artist.

The second one comes from personal experiences.  In 1987 I mounted a

personal exhibition, of photographs printed on glass.  The black and white

photographs were printed on pieces of glass, each cut in a different form.  The

show was very successful, yet it left me frustrated.  The people, who came to

the exhibition, initially saw some pieces of glass, then a photograph on the

piece of glass.  As a photographer, I wanted them to see the photographs first,

and then realize that they were actually printed on glass.  The objective was

missed, and I found myself regretting the artifice of printing my photographs on

glass.  Since then it has been my intent to give primary importance to the

photograph as an image, and to have the photograph as an object to come in

the second reading only.
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To present the print directly pinned to the wall, as the German photographer

Thomas Ruff (1958) was already doing with some of his photographs in his

portrait series in 1988 does not satisfy me either.  I remember at the time, being

in a museum in front of his photographs and seeing firstly a massive sheet of

paper, and then only an image printed on the very large and imposing piece of

paper.  As in my print on glass the photographic image was only becoming

apparent as a second reading, after the immediate, predominant presence of

the support.  Consequently I chose to use a more traditional style of

presentation, a style that is so traditional, conventional, used and recognized

that it’s become familiar and lets the photographic image gain the foreground.

The framing (and the image as an object) becomes really noticeable only after

the reading of the photographic image itself.  This is also where the fine 5

millimetres black border that runs along the edges of my images gets its reason

for existence.  The first role of this border is to indicate the limit of the image in

the print and avoid any bleedings on the white breathing space left around it.

This keeps the intimacy of the photograph in the picture and prevents any

dilution of the focus.  Secondly it acts as an echo of the black wooden frame

and funnels the viewer’s focus on the photograph focusing his or her attention

on the image, thus, drawing and locking the viewer’s concentration inside the

represented bathroom.
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Both the genesis and the final presentation of my work are based on my love

and respect for artistic conventions.  My work is anchored in my past and my

cultural history yet it is made through the use of a modern medium.  It is a

medium often described as invasive so that, I try to use it in an intimate manner

in order to reveal and not to betray my participants.  I firmly believe that a

photograph can give the same visual caress, pleasure, emotion and warmth as

a masterly crafted classical oil painting.
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Chapter 6

Discussion on images from Portraiture in the

Bathroom.

In this chapter I am going to discuss one of the many possible readings for

some of my photographs from the series Portraiture in the Bathroom.  I am to

shed light on my work and its place within a more general art world.

Furthermore, I aim to demonstrate how a bathroom can possibly reveal

substantial information about the personality of its owner.

Sarah-Jane 2005 represents a young Caucasian woman dressed in a singlet,

washing her neck in front of a large mirror.  Her back is toward us and she

faces us only through the intermediary of her reflection in the mirror.

The landscape image is formed by the arrangement of three layers.  Firstly, the

blurred foreground, representing the back of the head and shoulder of Sarah-

Jane, takes up the full right side of the image.  Her right arm and the top of her
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head are outside the frame.  Her left arm is raised and slips out of the frame

just under the elbow.  From under her black hair comes a white washing cloth.

The middle ground is the main point of focus in which the reflection of Sarah-

Jane watching herself is seen.  As she is looking at her own reflected image,

she is not making eye contact with us, leaving our gaze unchallenged.

The background or third layer is habited by the mirrored reflection of a small

blurred character sitting in the bottom left corner of the image.  Looking at

Sarah-Jane the character is creating a diagonal line starting in the bottom left

corner, going through the sharp reflection of Sarah-Jane, and ending in the top

right corner after passing through her blurred back.  This diagonal, opposed to

the traditional top left bottom right line of western reading, helps to create and

differentiate the three visual layers of this photograph.

The bottom left character looking at an oblivious Sarah-Jane is to me a

reminder of the biblical story of Susanna and the Elders.  Used countless times

in painting, the story of Susanna and the Elders depicts the misadventure of a

young and virtuous wife totally occupied with her own bathing in her garden,

being spied upon by two old voyeurs.  The Italian Renaissance painter

Tintoretto (1518-1594) painted a version of Susanna and the Elders,
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named Il bagno di Susanna (1562) in which Susanna is looking at herself in a

mirror, the same action done by Sarah-Jane in my photograph.  Only one

voyeur is visible in this ‘Sarah-Jane/Susanna’ representation, leaving us to

wonder if we are as the viewer of the photograph, the second voyeur of the

biblical story.

Susanne Sontag in her book On Photography (1978), portrays photographers

mostly as predators and voyeurs.  In Sarah-Jane 2005 it is not the

photographer who is becoming a predator or a voyeur, but rather it is the viewer

who takes on this role.  This is echoed by the small slightly blurred character

from the bottom left corner which we are not quite certain.  What is he/she

actually looking at, is it Sarah-Jane or us?  It could even be our own reflection

looking at Sarah-Jane, placing us (the viewers has the reflected personage do

not hold a camera, it is obviuously not the photographer) directly in the voyeur

seat.  The intention of a photograph is possibly the same as a painting.  This

photograph was made with the viewer in mind, like a commissioned painting it

is destined for an audience.  “You make a painting at the same time that you

take a photo” (Cartier-Bresson, 1999: p53).
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Also, because of the working methodology used, Sarah-Jane shared control

and power over the editing process with the photographer, breaking down the

notion of the predator/photographer against the model/victim.
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18

                                               
17 Sarah-Jane 2005, black and white sepia toned photograph.
18 Jacopo Robusti Tintoretto, Il bagno di Susanna (1562), Oil on canvas.
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Another photograph from Portraiture in the Bathroom that directly relates to my

cultural identity is Luke 2006.  The image depicts a young white male sitting in

his bath tub and comes across like a contemporary descendant of Jacques-

Louis David’s (1748-1825) classical painting The death of Marat (1793).  Luke,

the young man in my photograph, like Marat in David’s painting is, only visible

from the chest up.  His face is covered by soap foam, resembling a mortuary

mask, providing the death gravitas to the image.  Luke is sitting with his back

against the edge of the bath tub in the lower part of the image, facing towards

the left.  The wall behind him and the bath tub are covered by many large

square ceramic tiles.  Two bathroom towels hanging from the wall on the right

behind Luke are like an echo of the draperies on Marat’s bath tub.  In both

images the bath tubs are seen from the same level, leaving more room above

the head of the person than anywhere else in the image.  Luke 2006, is

charged with a gloomy atmosphere even if it is in a lesser way than The death

of Marat, the weight of death, or the notion of imminent trouble and pain.  Thus

it contrasts heavily with the lightness, well being or even sensuality usually

attributed to bathroom representations.
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The only element in Luke 2006 to disturb the gloom, and yet add to the tension

of the scene, is the plastic shower curtain entering the scene on the left.  It is

decorated with printed shells, fishes, stars and other symbols, often associated

with the sea and good times.  It brings a type of clashing uneasiness

comparable to a noisy funfair clown trespassing on a crime scene.

The photograph is in the landscape form, and constructed by juxtaposing three

vertical slices.  Starting from the left, the shower curtain, and then the middle

slice occupied by Luke in the role of Marat, and in the third position two

hanging bathroom towels gives the image a sense of classical drapery.  This

division of three vertical slices helps to make the rapprochement between Luke

2006 a landscape photograph and The death of Marat a portrait painting.
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20

                                               
19 Luke 2006, black and white sepia toned photograph.
20 Jacques-Louis David, The death of Marat, (1793), Oil on canvas.
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The photograph Stuart 2006 represents a fit Caucasian man of around thirty

years of age in landscape format.  The image shows the young man from the

back, looking at the viewers through the reflection from the mirror on his

bathroom cabinet.  His head is shaved; he is wearing a white t-shirt and a

camouflaged pair of pants.  His right hand reposes on the white porcelain of the

sink’s edge.  The left hand, seen through the mirror reflection, is hiding his

mouth.  Why does this strong young man choose to hide his mouth?  Is it a

malicious gesture to echo the two headline posters of the local tabloid that we

can see reflected in the mirror facing Stuart?  After all, one of the posters reads:

“No more sex in public, new law.”  Or is it a sign of embarrassment, showing

that even today an educated young white male, can still be made

uncomfortable by having his portrait taken in his bathroom?  Does he

conscientiously choose this pose as a reflection on the theme of bathroom

portraiture?

Would his attitude have been entirely different if the portrait had been made in

his living room?  In another room, would he have faced the camera instead of

offering his back to the viewers?
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The responses to some of these questions can be found in the photograph.

Only half of the bathroom sink is visible, but this is enough to reveal a few

things about Stuart.  Only a small bar of soap, a razor and a shaving brush

encumber the edges of the sink.  These objects suggest that Stuart is not

accustomed to sharing his bathroom, and could very well be embarrassed to

have someone, with him.  None of the attributes generally considered as

feminine, are visible on the photograph.  The only human and personal touch is

a child’s drawing above the standard bathroom cabinet.  The remainder of the

room seems to be ordered and practical.  The room resembles its occupant and

his shaved head, functional, easy to maintain and keep clean, bared to the

essentials, martial-like in their attitudes.  Two camping beds are stacked on the

left of the image, against a washing machine, alongside an aluminum sink

adjacent to the far corner of the room.  No space is wasted, everything is in

line.  The left of the photograph is occupied by a large window.  A safety screen

can be seen through the frosted glass of the louvers, barring any potential view

to the outside world.  High on the wall on the right of the window is a double

power point.  On the edge of the power point, well aligned like three little

sentinels, are three fluorescent tube starters.
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The bathroom seems small and confined; Stuart, in his un-ironed T-shirt is not

wearing any jewellery or accessories.  There is a correlation in the apparent

lack of material wealth between Stuart and his bathroom, a correspondence in

the persona and the environment.  They physically and aesthetically belong to

each other.
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21

                                               
21 Stuart 2006, black and white sepia toned photograph.
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In the photograph David 2005 there is very little of the bathroom, or of David

himself, to be seen.  Yet the image tells us many revealing points about David.

The scene is crammed with objects and lines in every direction, not giving

much room for a rest.  The breathing space seems to be reduced to the

minimum, pointing to the energetic and interrogative nature of the young man

represented here.

From David we see only a shoulder, a right hand and a three quarter head

turning its back to us.  If it were not for the reflection in the three little pieces of

mirror glued on the cabinet facing him, we would not even know what David

looks like.  David is actually applying a skin care product, above his upper lips.

The visible walls of this bathroom are covered by white medium sized ceramic

tiles.  The wall behind David is also displaying a photograph, which we can not

identify.  In the V formed by David’s shoulder and hand is the tip of a goblet

with toothpaste and toothbrush.  We can only guess that the wooden cabinet

facing David is above a bathroom sink.  The two sliding doors of the cabinet are

painted white; the three mirrors form a geometric arrangement.  A little drawing

is glued to the bottom right corner of the right door.  At the top of the doors,

spread across the two of them are the words: Beauty is …  …In the eye of the
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beholder.  The sentence comes to confirm the reflection in the mirror, which

shows us no more than David’s hair, eyes, nose, upper lips and two fingers.

The top of the cabinet is overcrowded with bathroom products: rolls of toilet

paper, sunscreen, shampoo, bars of soap, shaving cream, and other skin care

products.  The place is used to is maximum capacity, leaving no empty space.

The energetic jungle of David’s hair, his side burns and curly hair, reverberate

through the rest of the image, crowded and going in every direction.

Seeing more of David or of his bathroom would not give us more information

about his personality.  In this photograph they complement each other, in giving

a description of his character and attitude to life.  In this very small and

condensed part of David’s environment we observe the revelation of who he

really is.  He is a confident, energetic and idealistic young man, with a minimal

respect for orderliness.
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22

                                               
22 David 2005, black and white sepia toned photograph.
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In his essay Photographic Practice and Art Theory (1982) Victor Burgin, argues

that one needs to “lose any illusion about the neutrality of objects before the

camera” (1982:41).  This non-neutrality of objects is shown in my photographic

work.  I will compare two photographs.  One of these is of a lady with a bottle of

Chanel 5.  This expensive perfume on her bathroom sink, gives the illusion of a

rich woman sure of herself and enjoying the pleasures of luxury.  She must

undoubtedly enjoy an active social life, to possess such a thing as a bottle of

high-priced perfume from Paris.  The other photograph shows a woman in her

bathtub wearing flippers on her feet and many viewers automatically told me

that she looked like a mermaid.  This is an example of two separate women in

two different bathrooms with simple objects that evoke contrasting meanings.

These readings, resulting from mere objects, are poles apart for each of the two

photographs.  A bottle of perfume or a pair of flippers, are not neutral objects

and I therefore take this non-neutrality of objects into account in the

construction of my images.  In both instances we can assume that a common

and shared knowledge, from a western perspective has given the same reading

many times over.  As it was explained by Burgin, the interpretation of the

meaning of objects in photographs is dependant on the common cultural

background and the common knowledge of the viewers (1982:41).  In return,

when a photograph is shown to a person from a different background,
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the meaning of the objects inside the image may have some unexpected

interpretations giving an entirely separate, yet still valid, reading of the

photograph.  As I am aware of this possibility, I consider it impossible for me to

produce an image that possesses a universal meaning for all.  The various

possibilities of analysis and interpretation are absolutely too vast for this to

happen.  The meaning is subjective and contextual not only upon the objects in

the scene, but upon the cultural baggage of the audience.
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23 Nathalie 2005, black and white sepia toned photograph.
24 Kulja 2005, black and white sepia toned photograph.
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From the photographs in Portraiture in the Bathroom, It is possible to make the

division between two very distinct branches or families of images.

There is the family where the sitters pose in the traditional mode of and respect

some of the conventions of traditional portraiture.  There is also the family of

photographs where the sitters do not give any direct acknowledgement to my,

or the viewer presence, engaged in their personal routine.  An additional

subdivision to these two families of images, exist.  The subdivision is

constituted firstly of the images that have a visible relationship to classic

themes of painting, and secondly by the images that don’t have an evident and

visible connection to it.

However the collective unity in all of these families of photographs is portraiture

and the bathroom environment, so that the focus is upon environmental

portraiture.  This demonstrates that information can be learned from the sitters

in connection to their personal environment as well as their relation to it.
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Chapter 7

Conclusion

At the very beginning of John Collier’s book Visual Anthropology: Photography

as a Research Method, (1967), a long quote precedes everything else:

We no longer describe for the sake of describing, from a caprice
and a pleasure of rhetoricians.  We consider that man cannot be
separated from his surroundings, that he is completed by his
clothes, his house, his city, and his country; and hence we shall
not note a single phenomenon of his brain and heart without
looking for the causes or the consequence in his surrounding … I
should define description: “An account of environment which determines
and completes man” … In a novel, in a study of humanity, I blame all
description which is not according to that definition.

The quote is extracted from an Emile Zola book called The Experimental Novel,

written in 1880.  Yet it was still relevant in 1967 when Collier used it, and it

remains so today.  As much as the personality, the environment shapes and

defines the character of one’s persona.  The more private an environment, the

more revealing it will be.  In the western world today, few places are as private
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as the household bathroom.  It is then accurate to hold the environment of the

bathroom to be a good indicator of one’s personality.

More women than men have responded in a positive way when asked to be

part of my project.  Being a man, this surprised me, as I was of the impression

that women would have more suspicions than men, toward a man asking them

to pose for a photograph in the bathroom.  This readiness of women in

accepting to sit in such an intimate place, and often in the nude, in my view,

tends to be due to learned behaviour in relation to the male gaze.  Throughout

centuries in the world of arts, western women have been depicted at their toilet.

Therefore it seemed natural and expected, for many contemporary women to

conform to such a demand, while for men, this was too close to a role reversal,

and placed their masculinity in a precarious position of instability.  A few men

told me that they would be happy to pose for me, anywhere but in the

bathroom.  However the ones who did pose for me, in the bathroom and in the

nude, have helped me to break down the exclusivity of the male gaze in this

project, and brought a level of gender equality to my research.  This is a step

towards the creation of a viewing pleasure for all genders in my audience.  Yet I

think that it is important here to remind the readers that the focus of the project

was environmental portraiture, more than a gender based gazing exercise.
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The importance of the environment has in this research, more weight than the

gender of the sitters on each photograph.

In this research I tried to put my camera to the use for which the photographic

camera was invented to democratise portraiture, not as an elitist tool, but as a

democratic medium.  In doing so, I refuse to place myself in the position of the

superior artist, and insist instead upon being at the same level as my

participants.  I aimed to reach this position through the help of the working

methodology refined during this research.  In this sense I am going against

Barthes theory about portraiture.  There, he described his position as a sitter by

defining a hypothetical portrait of himself as: “the one the photographer thinks I

am” (Barthes, 1980:13).  The methodology used for this project allows the

participants to be sure that they will be represented, not just as I think they are

and see them but also how they see themselves, and how they want to be

seen.

This study was undertaken from a visual artist’s point of view.  However, the

results of this research have a broader scope than just the visual arts.  The

research took a sinuous path between visual arts, documentary and
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anthropology.  I suspect that in the future, Portraiture in the bathroom could be

of interest for research students in all the above mentioned fields of research.
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